
Chapter 4 Federalism
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Lesson 2 Relations Between the National and State Governments

Reading Essentials and Study Guide

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONESSENTIAL QUESTION
How is power divided and shared among national, state, and 
local governments?

Reading HELPDESK
Academic Vocabulary
integrity wholeness or unity
alter to make different without changing into something else
allocate to assign a portion of something

Content Vocabulary
enabling act an act that allows the people of a territory interested in becoming a state to 

prepare a constitution
federal grant a sum of money given to a state or local government for a specific purpose
mandate a formal order given by a higher authority
restraint an act that limits a state’s ability to regulate an area
preemption the federal government’s ability to take over a state government function

TAKING NOTES: Key Ideas and Details
IDENTIFYING Use the table to list national obligations and state obligations.

National Obligations State Obligations
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Imagine that there has been an outbreak of a highly infectious and potentially deadly disease. 
Doctors and scientists have said that, at least for the moment, the disease is mostly clustered in 
an area of the country where three states share borders. Many people live in one state, work in 
another, and cross state lines on public transportation daily. However, hospitals in neighboring 
states have also reported incidents and the disease seems to be spreading fast.

Imagine you are the governor of one of the states at the center of the outbreak. You know you 
need a coordinated response to stop its spread. You decide to arrange a conference call to bring 
together people who can help. Who would you want to be involved in creating a plan for a smart 
response to the crisis? These people or groups are known as stakeholders because they have a 
stake in making sure the policies work and are fair. 

 a. Work with two other classmates to brainstorm a list of stakeholders you want to invite to the 
meeting. These are people with whom you will collaborate to make a plan to deal with this 
problem.

b. Predict which responses or strategies each group of stakeholders might propose.
c. Decide who should pay for all the activities that make up the response.
d. Now imagine the conference call has happened and you need to decide your plan. Write it down. 

What criteria did you use to pick the best response?
e. Imagine you need to present your plan at a news conference. Which key talking points would you 

include in your presentation?

Guarantees to and Obligations of the States
Guiding Questions What does the national government guarantee to the state 
governments? What obligations do the state governments have to the national government?
National, state, and local governments must sometimes work together during times of crisis or for 
doing normal government tasks. Their relationships are important for the daily workings of our system 
of government. These relationships have changed and improved over time. Conflicts, working together, 
and making agreements have helped make these changes.

Republican Form of Government and Protection
First, the national government must guarantee each state a republican form of government. In a 
republic, the voters have power. The voters elect the representatives who use the power. The 
representatives are responsible to the voters.

Second, the national government must protect states from attack. It must also protect states from 
unrest within the United States. An attack by a foreign country on one state is the same as an attack 
on the entire country.

ESSENTIAL QUESTIONESSENTIAL QUESTION
How is power divided and shared among national, state, and local 
governments?
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Lesson 2 Relations Between the National and State Governments, continued

Third, Congress gives the president power to send federal troops to a state where there is unrest 
and the governor or state legislature has asked for help. The president may send troops even if a state 
doesn’t ask for help. This might happen when someone breaks federal laws or threatens federal 
property. It might happen when someone causes problems for federal duties. For example, in 1894, 
President Grover Cleveland sent federal troops to Chicago to restore order during a strike by railroad 
workers. The governor of Illinois did not want this to happen. During the strike, rioters threatened 
federal property and caused problems for mail delivery.

During the 1950s and 1960s, presidents Dwight D. Eisenhower and John F. Kennedy used this power. 
They stopped state officials from blocking the integration of schools in the South. Eisenhower sent 
troops to Little Rock, Arkansas, in 1957. Local officials had failed to integrate public schools. Kennedy 
used troops at the University of Mississippi in 1962 and the University of Alabama in 1963.

The national government becomes involved in states after natural disasters. These disasters include 
earthquakes, floods, hurricanes, and tornadoes. When one of these disasters happens, the president 
may order federal troops to help disaster victims. The government also provides low-cost loans to help 
people repair damages.

Territorial Integrity and Admission of New States
Article IV, Section 3 says that the national government has the duty to respect the territorial integrity 
of each state. A territory is an area of land under the control of a government.

The Constitution gives Congress the power to pass laws that allow new states to join the nation. 
However, Congress cannot make a state out of territory belonging to a state without its approval. The 
president can veto the entry of a new state in the same way as all other laws.

Before a territory can become a state, Congress must pass an enabling act. This act allows the 
people of the territory who want to become a state to write a constitution. If voters in those areas 
vote to approve the constitution, Congress can choose to vote on whether to accept the state 
constitution and admit the territory as a state.

Obligations of the States
The states do two important jobs for the national government. First, state and local governments 
manage and pay for elections of all national government officials. These national officials include 
senators, representatives, and presidential electors. The Constitution gives state legislatures the power 
to set the times, places, and method for electing senators and representatives. However, Congress can 
also alter state election laws.

Second, the states play an important role in amending the Constitution. An amendment can be 
added to the Constitution only after three-fourths of the states approve it.

  Reading Progress Check
Defining What is a republican form of government?
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Federal Aid and Mandates
Guiding Question How does the federal government influence state and local governments?
As the national government has grown and increased its powers, Congress has created two main ways 
to affect the policies of state and local governments. It provides federal grants of money to states. It 
also passes mandates that make state and local governments follow certain policies.

Federal Aid
The national government has always given different types of aid to the states. In 1862 Congress passed 
a law giving nearly 6 million acres of public land to the states for colleges. Since the 1950s, federal aid 
to state and local governments has increased greatly. Federal protections for the states are guaranteed 
in Article IV, Section 4.

The main way the national government provides money to the states is through federal grants. 
These grants are amounts of money given to state or local governments for certain purposes. Federal 
money might go to a city to help improve airport runways. It might go to a state to build new roads.

Federal grants redistribute income among the states. The federal government collects taxes from 
citizens in all 50 states. This money is then allocated through grants to people in many states. Much 
of the federal money to states comes in block grants. These grants are based on the number of people 
in the state.

However, there are requirements connected to grants. State and local governments have learned 
that aid requires some federal control. Federal money is granted only if the state and districts are 
willing to meet certain conditions.

Mandates and Preemption
Since the mid-1960s, Congress has controlled some jobs that state governments used to do. Congress 
does this by passing mandates. A mandate is a law that makes states do a job or provide a service 
that meets minimum national standards. For example, states give out driver’s licenses. The federal 
government does not. States have always set their own rules about getting driver’s licenses. They set 
the proof of identity a person must show to get a driver’s license. They also decide what information 
the license shows and what facts about the driver are kept in the state records. However, in 2005, 
Congress passed the Real ID Act. This act requires the states to follow federal rules for giving out 
driver’s licenses and sharing their records. These federal rules require proof of citizenship, such as 
a birth certificate. They also require proof of residence, such as a utility bill or mortgage bill.

Congressional mandates have included many issues. They have protected the civil rights of women 
and African Americans. They have set standards for protecting the environment. They have also set 
testing standards that the nation’s schools must meet for math and reading.
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Exploring The Essential Question
Researching Conduct Internet research about the 2005 Real ID Act. Find out how your state has 
complied with the legislation. A good source for this information is the National Conference of 
State Legislatures website.

Congress may also pass a restraint. In 1990 Congress passed the Nutritional Labeling and Education 
Act. This act said that states could no longer set their own standards for food labels, even if they were 
better than the national standards.

The power of Congress to pass laws that let the national government take over a state government 
function is called preemption. Some people believe it is important to have national standards for 
education, the environment, or safe food. However, people who support states’ rights do not like 
preemption. They say it takes away the power of state and local governments to make their own laws. 
Preemption can also remove the power of local and state governments to set priorities for their own 
budgets. Some people believe the worst kind of preemption law sets a mandate for states but provides 
no federal money to complete it. Congress does not have to pay for it and can make the states pay for 
it. These preemption laws are sometimes called “unfunded mandates.” They are very unpopular with 
state leaders.

  Reading Progress Check
Summarizing What are some areas where the federal government has used mandates to 
influence policy?
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Conflicts
Guiding Question What role has the Supreme Court played in settling disputes between the 
federal and state governments?
Because federalism divides the powers of government, conflicts often come up between national and 
state governments. The federal court system plays an important role in settling such disputes. The 
Supreme Court is especially important in these disputes.

The conflict between national power and state power happened early in our history. In 1819, in the 
landmark case of McCulloch v. Maryland, the Supreme Court ruled on a conflict between a state 
government and the national government. It ruled that when the national government and a state 
government have a conflict, the national government is supreme.

Since McCulloch, the Supreme Court has ruled many times about the way powers should be divided 
between state and national governments. Through the years, the Court’s view has changed. 
Sometimes it has given more power to the national government. At other times, it has given more 
power to state governments.

  Reading Progress Check
Stating What did the Supreme Court rule in McCulloch v. Maryland?
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